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ABSTRACT
Non-structural protein 3 (NS3) helicase from hepatitis
C virus is an enzyme that unwinds and translocates
along nucleic acids with an ATP-dependent mech-
anism and has a key role in the replication of the
viral RNA. An inchworm-like mechanism for translo-
cation has been proposed based on crystal struc-
tures and single molecule experiments. We here per-
form atomistic molecular dynamics in explicit sol-
vent on the microsecond time scale of the available
experimental structures. We also construct and sim-
ulate putative intermediates for the translocation pro-
cess, and we perform non-equilibrium targeted sim-
ulations to estimate their relative stability. For each
of the simulated structures we carefully characterize
the available conformational space, the ligand bind-
ing pocket, and the RNA binding cleft. The analy-
sis of the hydrogen bond network and of the non-
equilibrium trajectories indicates an ATP-dependent
stabilization of one of the protein conformers. Addi-
tionally, enthalpy calculations suggest that entropic
effects might be crucial for the stabilization of the
experimentally observed structures.
INTRODUCTION
Non-structural protein 3 (NS3) is a molecular motor en-
coded by Hepatitis C virus (HCV) consisting of a N-
terminal region with a serine protease domain and a C-
terminal superfamily 2 (SF2) helicase that unwinds and
translocates on nucleic acids. This protein translocates on
single-stranded ribonucleic acid (ssRNA) in the 3′→5′
direction through a periodic stepwise mechanism (1–4).
Translocation is ATP dependent, so that this enzyme has
been also classified as a DExH box ATPase (5). Under-
standing the mechanism of action of this molecular motor
at the atomistic level is fundamental since the NS3 helicase
domain has been proposed as a target for the development
of antiviral agents (6).
NS3 helicase has been characterized by single-molecule
experiments (7–11) and biochemical essays (12–14). Al-
though sometime acting as a dimer or as an oligomer
(15,16), NS3 also functions as amonomer, similarly to other
SF1 and SF2 helicases (17,18). TheN-terminal protease do-
main affects the binding of NS3 to RNA and plays an im-
portant role for the reaction kinetics (19). However, the pro-
tease domain is not essential for the helicase activity (20,21),
thus the helicase domain (NS3h) can be characterized in iso-
lation. Interestingly, optical tweezers experiments have pro-
vided estimates of the number of substeps per cycle, up to a
resolution of single base pair (8,9).
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (7) on
the NS3-DNA complex suggested a step of 3 bp with 3 hid-
den substeps where 1 bp is unwound per 1 ATP molecule
consumed following an inchwormmechanism.However, al-
though single molecule experiments allow the kinetics of
the mechanism to be captured, they cannot provide detailed
structural information. Additionally, the force applied dur-
ing mechanical manipulation is often much larger than the
actual force felt by biopolymers in vivo (22,23). On the other
hand, X-ray crystallography can provide detailed snapshots
at atomistic resolution. Only a few intermediate snapshots
have been reported so far related to NS3h translocation on
RNA (20,24,25), and conformational differences between
these snapshots have been interpreted using elastic network
models (26,27). In this context, molecular dynamics simu-
lations (28) with accurate force fields could add dynamical
information to the available crystal structures providing a
new perspective on the mechanism of action of this impor-
tant molecular motor.
In this paper, we describe atomistic molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations in explicit solvent of NS3-ssRNA
complex in the absence (apo) and presence of ATP/ADP.
In order to understand the stability of the intermediates
along the translocation cycle we constructed putative inter-
mediate structures. We used a recent version of the AM-
BER force field and performed microsecond time scale
simulations so as to provide statistically meaningful re-
sults. Results are complemented with non-equilibrium tar-
geted molecular dynamics so as to assess the relative sta-
bility of the apo, ADP and ATP structures. Experimen-
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Figure 1. Comparison between open-apo and closed-ATP crystal struc-
tures. NS3h is represented with ribbons, while ATP and ssRNA are dis-
played with sticks. The gap between domain 1 (D1) and domain 2 (D2) is
larger for the open conformation. The distance between centers of mass of
D1 and D2 is ∼29 A˚ in the open structure and ∼26 A˚ in the closed one.
Water and ions are not shown.
tally determined structures are shown to be stable within
this timescale. Both the experimental structures and the
putative intermediate ones are analyzed in details. Only a
handful of MD simulations have been reported on nucleic-
acid/helicase complexes so far (27,29), all of them on a
much shorter time scale. To the best of our knowledge,
only a fewMD simulations have been performed on the mi-
crosecond timescale for RNA-protein complexes of compa-
rable or larger size (30–32), and thus our results provide a
valuable benchmark for state-of-the-art molecular dynam-
ics of these systems.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations in explicit sol-
vent were performed for the NS3h-ssRNA complex for
three different molecular systems (apo, with ADP and with
ATP) starting from two different conformations (open and
closed), for a total of six simulations. In the open form
the distance between domains D1 and D2 is larger than
in the closed form. Crystal structures are available in the
protein data bank (PDB) for the apo open form (PDB:
3O8C) and for the holo (ATP) closed form (PDB:3O8R)
(25). The four missing combinations, namely open-ATP,
open-ADP, closed-ADP and closed-apo, were constructed
as described below.A superimposed representation of open-
apo and closed-ATP crystal structures can be seen in Figure
1. The molecular visualizations were generated using VMD
(33,34).
Modeling the intermediate states
The missing intermediate states were built based on other
experimental structures available from the PDB. The
closed-apo form was constructed by ATP removal from
the available closed-ATP structure (PDB: 3O8R) (25). The
open-ATP/ADP formwas constructed bymeans of a struc-
tural alignment procedure, adding the ATP/ADP to the
available open-apo structure (PDB: 3O8C) (25). To prop-
erly place the ATP, we used the ATP coordinates from the
closed-ATP structure (PDB: 3O8R) after structural align-
ment of the binding pocket site, Motif I (Walker A, residues
204 to 211). Due to the lack of a crystal structure for the
NS3h HCV-ssRNA-ADP complex, other NS3 helicases of
flaviviridae virus were analyzed to characterize the ADP
binding on the protein. The possible candidates that be-
long to this family of viruses are Dengue and Yellow Fever
proteins. Crystal structures of complex protein-ssRNA-
ATP/ADP are available for Dengue virus (PDB: 2JLV and
2JLZ, respectively) (35). Walker A is a well conserved mo-
tif across SF2 NS3 helicases, and a structural alignment
showed that ATP and ADP placement is virtually identical
in PDB: 2JLV and PDB: 2JLZ of Dengue virus. We thus
used coordinates of ADP taken from PDB: 3O8R in the
closed NS3h, replacing ATP, and in the open NS3h (PDB:
3O8C).
We observe that in reference (27) the open-ATP form was
constructed by performing a targetedMD starting from the
closed-apo structure. We preferred here to use the struc-
tural alignment procedure discussed above to avoid poten-
tial artifacts resulting from the non-equilibrium pulling in
the generation of the starting points for our long MD sim-
ulations.
Molecular dynamics simulations
Each of the starting structures consisting of NS3 peptide
(436 aminoacids), polyUracil ssRNA (6 nucleotides), and,
when present, ATP/ADP·Mg2+, was solvated in a box con-
taining 31 058 water molecules, 70 Na+ ions, correspond-
ing to a 0.1 M concentration, and the missing Cl− ions to
neutralize the total charge, for a total of ∼100 000 atoms
(see Supplementary Table SD1 for details). GROMACS 4.6
program (36) with AMBER99sb*ILDN-parmbsc0-OL3 +
AMBER99ATP/ADP force fields were used. This force
field is based on AMBER99 force field (37), and addition-
ally implements corrections to protein backbone (38,39),
protein side-chain (40), RNA backbone (41), and glyco-
sidic torsions (42) as well as parameters for ATP and ADP
(43) and Mg2+ (44). Water molecules were described by the
TIP3P model (45). All the molecular dynamics simulations
were performed on the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, us-
ing the stochastic velocity rescaling thermostat at 300 K
(46) and the Berendsen barostat with an isotropic pressure
coupling of 1 bar (47). The systems were simulated for 1s
each, with a 2 fs time step, using periodic boundary condi-
tions, the LINCS algorithm (48) to constrain bonds, and the
particle-mesh Ewald method (49,50) to account for long-
range electrostatics. The resulting setup for the apo simu-
lations is thus similar to the one used in (51). The confor-
mations obtained after 200 ns were extracted and used with
randomized velocities as starting points for further control
simulations of 200 ns length each. The root-mean-square
deviations after structural alignment (RMSD) (52) of the
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long MD and of the control simulations were used to verify
the stability of the simulated systems.
Monitoring conformational changes
To monitor structural fluctuations we used two order pa-
rameters based on a combination of RMSDs from the
crystal structures. In reference (27) the difference between
squared RMSD from open and closed structure was used
to monitor the conformational change. We here used a sim-
ilar procedure but we considered a subset of atoms from
the peptide and the ssRNA that are mainly involved in
the conformational change. The full list of atoms is pro-
vided in Supplementary Data (Supplementary Figure SD1
and Supplementary Table SD2). We observe that the dif-
ference between squared RMSDs is closely related to the
progression variable S used in the context of path collective
variables (53,54). We thus also introduce a variable Z that
measures the distance from a hypothetical transition path
obtained as a linear interpolation between the two exper-
imental structures. S and Z are thus defined as S= R2o−R2c2Roc
and Z= R2o+R2c2 − S2 − R
2
oc
4 . HereRo andRc are the RMSDs
from the open (PDB: 3O8C) and closed (PDB: 3O8R) struc-
tures respectively, and Roc is the RMSD between the open
and the closed structure.
Additionally, we performed a principal components anal-
ysis (PCA) using the same set of atoms (55). The PCA was
made based on a single trajectory obtained by concate-
nating all the six simulations. Individual simulations were
then projected on the eigenvectors corresponding to the two
largest eigenvalues.
Hydrogen-bond analysis
Hydrogen bonds are computed based on distance-angle ge-
ometric criteria (56). The cut-off radius for the distance
donor-acceptor is of 3.5 A˚ and the cut-off angle between
acceptor-donor-hydrogen (0◦ is the strongest interaction) is
30◦. The g hbond tool of GROMACS 4.6 program was used
for the calculations, and the standard errors were estimated
through a binning analysis.
Stacking interactions
In order to monitor stacking interactions between nucle-
obases and between aromatic aminoacids and nucleobases,
we used two different procedures. Intra RNA stacking was
annotated by the baRNAba tool (57), which assigns one
oriented bead to each nucleotide to describe RNA struc-
tural properties. For stacking between aromatic aminoacids
and nucleobases we used a geometric criterion where the
two residues were considered as stacked if the distance be-
tween their center of mass was less than 5 A˚ and the angle
between the two planes was less than 30◦. This latter anal-
ysis has been performed for selected interactions that are
observed in the crystal structure, namely Y241 with ligand
adenine and for W501 with U7. Distances and angles were
computed with PLUMED (58).
Electrostatic interactions
Electrostatic interactions between protein-RNA and
protein-ligand were monitored by computing the Debye–
Hu¨ckel interaction energy (59). The calculation was made
using PLUMED (58) with the implementation described
in ref (60). An ionic strength of 0.1 M was selected that
corresponds to a screening length of ≈ 10 A˚.
Total enthalpy calculations
Enthalpy is defined in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble as
H = 〈U〉+ p〈V〉. Here U is the potential energy, p the ex-
ternal pressure, and V the volume of the simulated box.
The enthalpy values were computed here with the g energy
tool of GROMACS 4.6 program. For energy differences to
be meaningful, simulations corresponding to different con-
formations (open or closed) of the same system were pre-
pared so as to contain exactly the same number and types
of atoms. Since total energy can be affected by numerical de-
tails, all simulations were performed using identical settings
on identical computers. The first 200 ns of MD were per-
formed usingGPUs+CPUs, and the remaining 800 ns using
CPUs only. We observed no significant difference between
results obtained with GPUs+CPUs and results obtained
with CPUs only. We also recall that total energy calcula-
tion can be affected by statistical errors mostly due to fluc-
tuations of solvent contributions. We here computed errors
using a binning analysis, and run simulations long enough
for this error to be <5 kcal/mol.
Targeted molecular dynamics
To estimate the relative stability of the closed and open
conformations for the apo/ADP/ATP structures, we per-
formed short targeted MD starting from the closed struc-
tures (61) following a protocol similar to the one used in
ref. (27). Namely, we applied a time dependent harmonic
restraint of stiffness 500 kcal/(mol A˚2) to the RMSD from
the corresponding open structures. RMSD was computed
using all heavy atoms of protein and RNA. The center of
the restraint was moved from a given initial value to zero
during a 20 ns long simulation. During the first ns the center
was left at its original value, whereas during the following
19 ns the center was moved linearly in time to zero. To avoid
any bias, we chose the initial value to be equal to RMSDbe-
tween the closed structure after equilibration and the open
crystal in all the three cases, and we repeated every simula-
tion three times using a different random seed. This resulted
in a total of 27 independent simulations, corresponding to 3
different systems (apo/ADP/ATP), 3 different steering pro-
tocols (starting from the initial RMSD of apo/ADP/ATP
structures) and 3 different random seeds. The relative sta-
bility of the closed and open structures was estimated by
measuring the work performed during the pulling.
RESULTS
Structural analysis
The linearized path variables S andZ are used here to mon-
itor conformational changes in our MD trajectories. As it
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Figure 2. Projection of trajectories on linear path variables for apo (A),
ADP (B) and ATP (C) simulations. The contour graphs indicate regions
containing the indicated fraction of the analyzed conformations (25, 50
and 75% as indicated). Open and closed regions are well defined and do
not overlap between them. Panel (D) summarizes the contour lines corre-
sponding to 50% of the data. The location of open and closed reference
structures (PDB: 3O8C, 3O8R) is indicated by a circle and a square, re-
spectively.
can be observed in Figure 2, all the simulations are stable
(see also Supplementary Figure SD2 and the time series of
RMSD in Supplementary Figure SD3) and remain near to
the starting experimental structure (Z 2A˚) without under-
going significant transitions to the other conformation. The
protein/RNA complex is more flexible in the open struc-
ture than in the closed one, as it can be appreciated by the
larger fluctuations of the Z value. Moreover, one can ob-
serve that, in presence of the ligand, fluctuations are partly
reduced both in the open and in the closed structure.
The distribution of the S variable indicates that both the
apo and the ADP open systems explore regions that are
slightly toward the closed reference structure. For the apo
system a bimodal distribution is observed (Figure 2) with
one peak corresponding to a lower distance from the closed
structure. This peak is however sampled only transiently in
the first half of the simulation, as it can be seen from Sup-
plementary Figure SD2. In the second half of the trajectory
the protein opens again.
We also computed the gap between D1 andD2 as the dis-
tance between the centers of mass of D1 and D2 (see Sup-
plementary Table SD3). The interdomain gap is ∼28 A˚ for
the open conformations and ∼26 A˚ for the closed ones.
Similar results were obtained by the PCA and can be seen
in Supplementary Figure SD4.
Hydrogen Bonds
We computed the number of hydrogen bonds that are
formed during the MD simulation by several groups of so-
lute atoms, including the three protein domains, RNA and,
when present, ligand. Detailed results are reported in Sup-
plementary Data Supplementary Table SD4–SD6, whereas
the total counts are summarized in Table 1.
In general, the values obtained from the simulations
starting from the experimental structures are very similar to
Table 1. Average number of intra-solute hydrogen bonds for each of the
six reported simulations. Detailed counts between selected solute groups
are reported in Supplementary Table SD4–SD6
Groups Total HBoc
Closed 349.4
Apo Open 348.8 − 0.6
3O8C 320
ADP·Mg2+ Closed 353.1 0.5
Open 353.6
Closed 362.0
ATP·Mg2+ Open 348.5 − 13.5
3O8R 329
those obtained from the crystal structures (columns open-
apo versus column 3O8C in Supplementary Table SD4;
columns closed-ATP versus column 3O8R in Supplemen-
tary Table SD6). However, there are a few discrepancies that
must be commented. In particular, all the counts are slightly
higher in the MD trajectories when compared to the crys-
tal structures. Interestingly, there are a few interactions vis-
ible in the MD between domains D1 and D2 for the open
structure, which are not present in the crystal structures.
This is due to a slight closure of the open structure that
is observed during MD and allows contacts to be formed
between highly flexible loops. More precisely, transient hy-
drogen bonds are formed between an acceptor of the Argi-
nine finger (Q460) and donors from the DExH box (E291,
H293). Additionally, hydrogen bonds between domain D1
and D3 are observed in the simulated trajectories of both
the open and closed structures between residues T305-R512
and S297-E493. These contacts are not present in the refer-
ence crystal structure.
We notice that in both cases the donor-acceptor distances
and angles in the crystal structures are slightly above the
threshold that we used to identify hydrogen bonds and a
small fluctuations of these bonds increases the hydrogen
count in the MD. This explanation is valid also for the in-
creased number of intradomain D1-D1 and D2-D2 hydro-
gen bonds.
Our simulations can also provide an insight on pos-
sible intermediate structures that have not been crystal-
lized, namely closed-apo/ADP and open-ADP/ATP. We
first compare the open and closed structure in the absence
of the ligand. These two structures present a very similar
number of hydrogen bonds. Although the total number of
hydrogen bond is not a rigorous estimator of structural sta-
bility, it is expected to give a large contribution to the in-
teraction energy. Thus, this result suggests that the open
and the closed structures might have a comparable stabil-
ity in the absence of the ligand. Notably, the number of
D1-D2 hydrogen bonds that are missing in the open struc-
ture are compensated by an equivalent number of intrado-
main D2-D2 bonds (see Supplementary Table SD4). At the
same time, protein-RNA bonds are overall maintained dur-
ing the simulation, and some D2-RNA bonds are replaced
with D3-RNA bonds upon opening. Very similar consid-
erations can be made for the ADP case (see Supplemen-
tary Table SD5). On the contrary, when ATP is present the
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closed structure forms approximately 15 hydrogen bonds
more than the open one. This is due to a combination of sev-
eral effects (see Supplementary Table SD6), including the
formation of D1-D2 contacts, the formation of new D2-D2
hydrogen bonds, and the interaction of the ligand with D2.
A detailed structural analysis of the binding pocket is pre-
sented below. The increased number of hydrogen bonds sug-
gests that ATP stabilizes the closed structure.
RNA binding cleft
The ssRNA interacts with all the three protein domains.
Overall, the contacts between domain D1 and RNA are
maintained in the closed and open conformations, whereas
the contacts between domain D2 and RNA are either
shifted by one nucleotide or missing in the closed structure.
Most of the contacts are with the RNA backbone, consis-
tently with the fact that the helicase can process RNA ir-
respectively of its precise sequence. Residues K272, T269
and V232 from domain D1 interact with phosphate oxy-
gens from U8, U7 and U6, respectively, in all the six simu-
lations. In the open structures, T416, T411 and K371 from
domain D2 interact with phosphate oxygens from U5, U4
and U4, respectively. In the closed structures, interaction of
T416 with RNA is not present and both T411 and K371
interact with phosphate oxygens from U5. R393 sidechain
fromdomainD2 interacts with phosphates fromU6 andU5
in all the open structures. Conversely, in the closed-ATP an
interaction with phosphates from U7 and U6 is formed af-
ter ∼50 ns of simulation. This interaction is missing in the
ADP and apo simulations (see Supplementary Figure SD5).
Something similar happens to residue N556, which inter-
acts with a nucleobase in all the open structures and in the
closed-ATP one. Finally, we notice that residues W501 (see
Figure 3) and V432 (see Supplementary Figure SD6) act as
gates located at the 3′ terminus and 5′, respectively, of the
simulated oligonucleotide.
RNA stacking interactions
In the closed conformation the RNA strand shows a larger
bending so that some of the stacking interactions between
the nucleobases are lost. We recall that the 5′ terminal base
(U3) is lagging outside of the protein in the closed struc-
ture, and thus is not interacting with the neighboring base
U4. This stacking is never formed during the MD of the
closed structure. Stacking interactions between U4 and U5
and between U5 and U6 are initially formed in the open
crystal structure and not formed in the closed crystal struc-
ture. DuringMD, they appear to be transiently formed also
in the latter case, although with a lower frequency when
compared with the open structures. Stacking between U6
and U7 appears to be stable in all conditions, since the in-
teraction of these nucleotides with D1 and D3 domains is
very similar in the open and closed structures. Finally, it is
important to notice that stacking between the 3′ terminal
bases U7 and U8 is never formed. This is due to the stable
stacking interaction between U7 and W501 side chain.
Figure 3. Representation of the RNA binding cleft. Snapshots depicted
correspond to the RMSD centroids of trajectories as obtained by the clus-
tering algorithm discussed in ref. (62), using a cutoff radius of 1.25 A˚ .
RNA chain and aminoacids interacting withRNAare highlighted in sticks
representation. Residues from D1, D2 and D3 are depicted in cyan, pur-
ple and green, respectively, RNA chain is shown in gray color. Snapshots
are shown for closed-ATP (A) and open-ATP (B) simulations. Equivalent
graphs for the ADP and apo simulations are shown in Supplementary Fig-
ure SD5.
ATP/ADP binding pocket
As expected, the interactions in the binding pocket are
heavily affected by the protein conformation (open versus
closed) and by the presence and the kind of the ligand (apo
versus ADP versus ATP). As it can be appreciated in Fig-
ure 4A, the closed-ATP structure after 1s is still very sim-
ilar to the crystal structure. More precisely, interactions
between ligand, Walker A (residues 204–211), DExH box
(residues 290–293), and arginine finger (residues 460–467)
are preserved in the MD simulation. The observed stabil-
ity of this conformation is consistent with the fact that it is
among those that have been crystallized (25). On the con-
trary, the open-ATP structure experiences a reorganization
of the binding pocket after 2 ns. In particular, a bending of
the ATP is observed which leads to the coordination of the
Mg2+ cation to ,  and  phosphates, which corresponds
to an alternativemetastable conformation of theATP·Mg2+
complex (63).Moreover, a contact betweenMg2+ andD290
(DExH box) is formed and the contact between Mg2+ and
S211 is now mediated by a water molecule.
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Figure 4. Snapshots of the ATP/ADP binding site. Aminoacids from
D1(cyan) andD2 (purple) and ligand (yellow) are shown as sticks, themag-
nesium ion is shown as a lilac sphere. Closed-ATP (A) and open-ATP (B)
systems are shown. Transparent representation indicates the initial struc-
ture, solid color indicates the structure after 1 s of molecular dynamics.
CoordinationwithMg2+ cation and hydrogen bond interactions are shown
with the black dashed line. Equivalent representations for ADP are shown
in Supplementary Figure SD7.
When ADP replaces ATP (see Supplementary Figure
SD7), both closed and open conformations present fluc-
tuations and changes in the interactions between ligand,
residues and water molecules. Notably, in the open con-
formation the Mg2+ ion forms initially a pentacoordinated
species which after a few ns is replaced by a hexacoordi-
nated species coordinated with three water molecules, the
 and  phosphates and S211. This latter arrangement is
stable for the entire simulation. We observe that pentacoor-
dinatedMg2+ is not expected in this system (64) and that the
force field employed for Mg2+ (44) can recover the correct
hexacoordinated species.
We also notice that whereas in the open-ATP case the
ligand exhibits a poor interaction with domain D2, in the
open-ADP case there are several interactions appearing due
to a rearrangement of R467 that interacts with phosphate
. This result is also supported by the hydrogen bond anal-
ysis in Table 1. Finally, we observe that in closed-ADP and
open-ATP, the stacking between the adenine from the lig-
and andY241 is formed for a small fraction of the time. This
suggests that stability of the ligand is enhanced in closed-
ATP structure relatively to the other cases.
Electrostatic interactions
Debye–Hu¨ckel interaction energies (GDH) were computed
discarding the initial 200 ns of simulation. These numbers
cannot provide quantitative estimates of the binding affini-
ties but can provide a qualitative ranking for the different
protein conformations.
We computed the interaction between the peptide and the
RNA so as to have a proxy for the RNA binding energy
(see Table 2). The RNA-protein interaction is slightly larger
(∼1 kcal/mol) in the closed conformations when compared
with the open ones, irrespectively of the presence of the lig-
Table 2. Electrostatic interaction computed as Debye–Hu¨ckel energies
(GDH). Protein* denotes Protein-RNA complex. Errors were computed
from binning analysis (bin width: 80ns). Errors lower that 0.05 kcal/mol
are shown as ”0.0”
GDH (kcal/mol)
RNA-protein Closed Open
Apo − 4.9 ± 0.0 − 3.7 ± 0.2
ADP·Mg2+ − 5.0 ± 0.1 − 3.9 ± 0.0
ATP·Mg2+ − 5.5 ± 0.1 − 4.7 ± 0.1
RNA-Ligand Closed Open
ADP·Mg2+ − 0.1 ± 0.1 − 0.2 ± 0.0
ATP·Mg2+ − 0.2 ± 0.1 − 0.2 ± 0.1
Ligand-Protein* Closed Open
ADP·Mg2+ − 0.4 ± 0.0 − 1.1 ± 0.0
ATP·Mg2+ − 0.8 ± 0.0 − 0.1 ± 0.0
and. However, we notice that in the presence of ATP the
RNA-protein interaction is stronger. By considering sep-
arately the direct RNA-ligand interaction (also shown in
Table 2) it can be appreciated that this change is due to
a rearrangement of the protein and not to a direct RNA-
ligand electrostatic coupling. The contribution of the indi-
vidual aminoacids located at distance <6 A˚ from the RNA
is presented in Supplementary Table SD7 where it can be
appreciated that in the closed conformations the most inter-
acting residue is K371 whereas for the open structures the
most interacting residue is R393. An exception is given by
the closed-ATP where also the R393 is the most interacting
residue. This difference is consistent with the rearrangement
of the RNA binding cleft discussed above.
We also computed the interaction between the ligand and
the RNA-protein complex, which is also reported in Ta-
ble 2. Remarkably, ATP interacts more with the protein
in its closed conformation, whereas ADP interacts more
with the protein in its open conformation. Though being
far from quantitative, this result is qualitatively consistent
with the fact that the affinity for ATP is larger in the closed
form.
Enthalpies
Average enthalpies were computed discarding the initial 200
ns of each trajectory. This initial part is thus considered here
as equilibration.We only computed enthalpy differences be-
tween simulations including exactly the same number and
types of atoms, corresponding to two alternative conforma-
tions (open versus closed). From the results reported in Ta-
ble 3, it is observed that open conformation has a system-
atically lower enthalpy than closed ones. This difference is
more marked when ATP is present. We observe that statisti-
cal errors, as obtained from binning analysis (bin width: 80
ns), are very low for all the cases. Estimation of the enthalpy
values for the first and second halves of the simulations are
also reported in Supplementary Table SD8 and the values
are consistent with the reported ones from the entire trajec-
tory.
Enthalpy values are important to describe internal inter-
actions (65). Differences of enthalpy thus provide an indica-
tion of relative stability of different conformations, at least
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Table 3. Enthalpy differences between open and closed conformations.
The values are computed between systems with same number and kind
of molecules
Ligand Hoc (kcal/mol)
Apo − 9.7 ± 2.8
ADP·Mg2+ − 25.3 ± 3.1
ATP·Mg2+ − 54.1 ± 4.1
when their contribution is dominant in the free-energy dif-
ference. In the present context, enthalpy calculations sug-
gest that the ATP stabilizes the open structure, in contrast
with the observed number of intra-solute hydrogen bonds,
the structural analysis of the binding pocket, and the elec-
trostatic interactions estimated within the Debye–Hu¨ckel
model.
Targeted molecular dynamics
The work performed during the targeted molecular dynam-
ics was used as a proxy for the relative stability of the closed
and open structure in the presence and the absence of the
ligand. One should consider here that the average work
only provides an upper estimate of the free-energy change,
and that in principle simulations should be combined using
the Jarzynski’s equality (66). However, a very large number
of simulations would be required to provide a converged
estimate of the free-energy change for this complex rear-
rangement. Additionally, since in the targeted MD an in-
creasingly strong restraint is applied to a large number of
atoms, the absolute value of the free-energy change would
be largely affected by the decrease in the entropy of the re-
strained atoms. In spite of these quantitative limitations, the
average work can be used as a qualitative tool to rank the
free-energy differences for apo, ADP and ATP structures.
The results for the different steering protocols are shown
in Supplementary Figure SD8. Here, it can be appreciated
that the work required to open the apo form is systemati-
cally lower than the one required to open the ADP andATP
forms. This result is compatible with the structural analy-
sis of the binding pocket, the hydrogen bonds between so-
lute molecules, and the electrostatic interactions discussed
above, indicating that the enthalpy is compensated by a
large entropic change. The ligand-induced stabilization of
the closed form is also compatible with the fact that theATP
form was crystallized in this conformation.
DISCUSSION
We here presented a detailed analysis of conformational
properties of NS3 helicase from HCV in complex with ss-
RNA, with ATP/ADP, and in the apo form. For each of
these three systems, we performedMD simulations starting
from both the open and the closed conformation, for a to-
tal of six simulations of 1 s length each. For two of these
simulations the starting structure was already available as
obtained fromX-ray cristallography, whereas the remaining
four systems were built by structural alignment. Although
this protein/RNA complex has only been crystallized either
in the apo form or with ATP, we also analyzed the effect of
ATP replacement by ADP. An intermediate structure with
ADP has been reported for NS3 from Dengue virus (35),
but has never been characterized for the HCV NS3.
The ATP hydrolysis reaction was not explicitly analyzed
here, but has been addressed in the literature for the PcrA
helicase (67) and for othermotor proteins (see, e.g. (68–70)).
The present work is not aimed at giving a mechanistic un-
derstanding of hydrolysis itself, but rather at providing an
insight on the system’s behavior after the hydrolysis reac-
tion has occurred.
Overall, all the observed trajectories were stable on this
timescale and did not experience any significative struc-
tural change. This provides a validation for the protocol em-
ployed to build the four structures not obtained fromX-ray.
In particular, structural stability was assessed by monitor-
ing combinations of RMSD from the open and closed PDB
structures, where it can be appreciated that all systems re-
mained near to the experimental structure on this timescale.
Interestingly, the ATP and ADP open structures have a
lower enthalpy than the corresponding closed structures,
indicating that they have been properly equilibrated. Addi-
tionally, we observed that in the presence of ATP the closed
structure fluctuated less compared with closed-apo/ADP
and its open analogue, suggesting that the closed comfor-
mation is stabilized by the presence of ATP. This is consis-
tent with the fact that the crystallized structure with ATP is
in its closed conformation (20,25). On the other hand, the
simulations from the open structure displayed larger fluc-
tuations. This holds also for the open-apo structure, which
has been crystallized (20,25). It is possible that crystal con-
tacts or interactions with the protease domain stabilize the
open-apo structure in the experiments.
When ATP is present, the total number of hydrogen
bonds formed by the solute is significantly larger in the
closed structure when compared with the open one. This
is also consistent with the fact that ATP stabilizes the
closed conformation. Interestingly, for both the apo and the
ADP complex this is not observed, and the number of hy-
drogen bonds is equivalent in the open and closed struc-
tures. This indicates that the free-energy difference G be-
tween the open and the closed structures should be larger
in the ATP case, as confirmed also by the targeted MD
simulations. This G is related to the differential affin-
ity of the ligand in the two structures. Indeed, GATP −
GApo = −kBT log K (closed)d + kBT log K (open)d , where kB is
the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and K (open)d
and K (closed)d are the ATP dissociation constants in the open
and closed conformation, respectively. Thus, our result im-
plies that the ATP affinity is larger in the closed form. The
difference in the protein-ADP/ATP interaction estimated
by a Debye–Hu¨ckel model is also consistent with this pic-
ture.
Surprisingly, enthalpy calculations has an opposite trend,
suggesting that open-ATP is dramatically more stable than
closed-ATP.We observe that this difference (≈54 kcal/mol)
is much larger than its statistical error (≈4 kcal/mol) so that
the reported MD simulations are sufficiently converged to
estimate this trend. We recall that, although enthalpy pro-
vides a very important contribution to free-energy changes,
it might be not sufficient to evaluate the relative stability of
two conformers. Indeed, entropic contributions have been
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reported to cancel enthalpic ones in several cases (71). From
our simulations, it is not possible to properly estimate the
entropic difference which should be ascribed not only to the
changes in solute flexibility but also to non-trivial changes
in water entropy which are connected with, e.g. hydropho-
bic effects in the cavity betweenD1 andD2.Although it is in
principle possible to use enhanced sampling methods to di-
rectly compute free-energy differences (72,73), this is a com-
plex procedure for concerted conformational changes and is
left as a subject of further investigation. From the presented
results, it can be inferred that a strong entropic compen-
sation stabilizes the experimentally observed closed-ATP
structure.
We also analyzed carefully the pattern of RNA-protein
interactions. In our simulations the protein does not in-
teract with sugars in the RNA backbone. This is consis-
tent with the empirical observation that this helicase can
also process DNA (7,20). Contacts between T269 and T411
with the phosphate oxygens are different according to the
protein conformation and act like hooks with the RNA
chain during the translocation mechanism. This feature has
been reported for other SF2 RNA-binding helicases such as
Vasa drosophila and eIF4A, suggesting a possible common
mechanism among several helicases of this superfamily (7).
Besides confirming the contacts that were already seen in
the experimental structures, our simulations provide an in-
sight on the possible conformations available for the open-
ATP and closed-apo structures. Indeed, in theATP complex
we observe different contacts with residues R393 andN556,
which should be likely ascribed to an allosteric change in-
duced by the ligand.
We notice that the contact network of the ligand bind-
ing pocket is affected to the largest extent by the addition
of ATP/ADP or by opening and closing. The closed-ATP
complex preserves the contacts between theMotifs I, VI and
the ATP observed in the crystal structures. On the contrary,
the open-ATP complex presents a rearrangement due to the
missing contacts with D2. The above effect is probably an
underlying reason for the ATP-dependent stabilization of
the closed form. Upon the replacement of the ATP byADP,
which mimics the result of the hydrolysis reaction, more in-
teractions are observed between the ligand and D2. This
suggests that the stabilizing effect of ADP on the open form
is significantly larger than that of ATP. In other words, after
hydrolysis has occurred the closed conformation is desta-
bilized with respect to the open one and a conformational
transition toward the open structure could be favored.
As a final remark, we observe that performing molecular
dynamics of RNA/protein complexes is a non-trivial task,
and only a few studies have been published so far (32). In
this work, we tested molecular dynamics on a biologically
relevant complex including a medium sized protein, a short
ssRNA, and a nucleotide ligand using recent force fields
on the s time scale, which is the state of the art for clas-
sical molecular dynamics. The total time including all the
systems and all the control simulations is approximately 9
s. This simulation time allowed us to compute averages
with relatively small statistical errors and to perform sev-
eral consistency checks indicating that our simulations pro-
vide a converged conformational ensemble around the equi-
librium structures. The experimental snapshots are stable
within the investigated time scale, indicating that these force
fields might be able to properly characterize such heteroge-
nous complexes. Although enhanced sampling techniques
should be used to quantify the relative stability of the simu-
lated conformations, this work provides an extensive char-
acterization of the possible intermediates sampled during
NS3 translocation on RNA at atomistic detail.
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